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Rama University, previously known as Rama Group of Institutions, is involved in
imparting world class education and developing leaders of tomorrow. The University is
recognized by UGC (University Grants Commission) and is emerging as one of the largest
educational establishments in Northern India. Rama University has produced more than
10,000 professionals so far and offers more than 85 courses in sp
specialized
ecialized fields.
The University is focused at preparing strong and future ready professionals by adopting
progressive learning approach and a modern teaching methodology.
Rama University has 10 constituent faculties, 3 teaching hospitals and state-of-the-art
research centres to efficiently cater to the students from all over the country.
Rama University offers education at par with global paradigms. The dynamic environment
in the faculties not only ensures enormous growth potential but also p
promotes
romotes intellectual
as well as personal growth.
The University offers specialized courses across 13 professional streams such as Basic and
Clinical Medical Sciences, Dental Sciences, Nursing, Paramedical Sciences, Biotechnology,
Engineering, Commerce & Management,
anagement, Fine Arts, Arts, Journalism, Library Science and
Home Science.
Rama University has been a popular choice among the students looking for a pioneer
educational institution for higher studies. The Sanskrit verse “SarveBhawantuSukhina,
SarveSantuNiramaya”,
ramaya”, meaning Let every individual be happy and thus every individual
be healthy, is the stimulating force behind our aim to provide globally competitive courses
to the aspirants. We promote a holistic learning where we not only impart education but
alsoo instill values that equip the leaders of tomorrow to face any challenge.
Over the years, Rama University has been successfully turning ideas into reality and will
continue to encourage the aspirants to achieve their dreams. Our approach towards
education
n is modern and holistic, encompassing practical learning techniques, industry
visits, guest lectures, case studies and strategic international alliances. By creating a
perfect blend of academic learning and professional development, we have been able to
prepare
repare professionals who have turned out to be successful in their respective fields. As a
multi-campus and multi-discipline
discipline Institute we will continue to adapt to the emerging
challenges and ensure a rich and rewarding learning experience.
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